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President’s Report
After a horrible spring and another beautiful summer at the lake, we certainly were 
treated to great fall weather.  

The LKO was busy this summer starting with the AGM 
featuring Rob Davis’ excellent presentation on septic 
systems.  To view this highly recommended video, click 
on the “must view video” icon on the LKO website. The 
annual fun filled regatta was once again held at Hali-
mar Lodge thanks to a wonderful team of enthusiastic 
volunteers. We were also able to install speed signage 
with materials provided by the Municipality of Dysart 
at Marcus Beach and Birch Narrows. We hope to add a 
“no wake” component to those and other sensitive ar-
eas of the lake in 2014 as we were we were advised that 
the signs encouraged reduced boat speeds and wakes. 
In addition, our new Lake Steward, Glenda Bryson , was 
busy with water testing, responding to concerns of sus-
pected algae blooms and obstructions in the water and 
adding a new test location in Head Lake. 

On the local government side, the Haliburton, Kawar-
tha, Pine Ridge District Health Unit recently notified the 
four municipalities in Haliburton County that they would 
no longer be involved in the permitting and inspecting 
of septic systems. We hope that the need for new policy 
development and staffing to deal with this issue will not 
result in undue delays of the septic re-inspection pro-
grams agreed upon at the AGM by our two local reeves. 
With the help of the Coalition of Haliburton Property 
Owners Associations’, (CHA), we will continue to moni-
tor this situation. In addition, Minden Hills has passed an 
anti-noise bylaw that includes restrictions on setting off 
personal fireworks as well as changing the prohibition 
for creating unnecessary noise from 11pm to 6am to 
24/7. More information on this subject will be provided 
in our spring newsletter.

Following up on the action items identified in our Lake 
Plan remains a core activity of the board and we devote 
a portion of each meeting to those endeavors. We will 
have an update on our activities at the AGM to be held 
in June 2014.

As part of our ongoing work on our Lake Plan, we will 

be participating next year in the CHA’s shoreline inven-
tory project. More information on this and other CHA 
projects is available at http://cohpoa.org/

We have many people to thank for their contributions 
to the LKO. Firstly, a huge thank you to Graham Parkin-
son, our webmaster, for another great year in which he 
introduced us to social media, links to which are found 
on our LKO website. Graham still wants to retire so if you 
can help please consider the ad on page 7. Secondly, we 
owe a thank you to outgoing director Caryl Marcellus 
for her contributions during her term of office. Thirdly, 
thank you to our membership committee and volun-
teers whose perseverance increased our membership 
from 25% to close to 50%. Finally, we must thank our 
sponsors, advertisers and volunteers for supporting the 
work of the LKO board. There is always more work to do, 
so please contact me or anyone on the board to become 
more involved. Remember you have a “stake in our lake”.

All the best over winter and see you in the spring!

Gary Wiles
President
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Glenda Bryson

Kirstin Sixt

Lake Steward Report

Regatta Report

I accepted the position of “Lake Steward” without really 
considering what would be involved.

It was a bit overwhelming after being presented with 
a trunk full of paraphernalia, that I had absolutely no idea 
what to do with.  Len Logozar came to my rescue on a chilly 
morning in May and educated me in the procedures to test 
for E-Coli, Total Coliform, Secchi Disk (water clarity) as well as 
Phosphorous.

It has been and will be an ongoing learning experience.  I 
have been pleased with the results, and the amount of wild-
life that has been evident during my sessions on the lake 
has been amazing.  

I have spoken to some cottagers that have expressed 
concern with the lack of fish at their own docks relative to 
previous years.  I did spend some time at the Marina this 
past summer and spoke to a number of fisherman that 
were pleased with their results.  This includes lake trout.

It will be interesting to compare 2014 test results with 
2013, considering the high water levels this past spring. To 
view the water testing results please visit our website at 
www.lko.on.ca and click on the “water quality 13” tab on 
the left side of the home page.

Another successful LKO Regatta has come and gone!
It was a beautiful day and it wouldn’t have happened 

without everyone’s help! 
Thank you to Brenda Carey for caring for all of our partici-

pant’s health needs at the regatta so well! 
Thank you to all of the LKO Board Members for coming 

and for your ongoing support-Gary Wiles, Wendy Yeates, 
Stephanie Wade, Jim Bertram, Caryl Marcellus, Len Logozar 
and Bill Switzer

Thank you to our amazing volunteers who take time to 
help make this LKO event happen:

Rob Davis, Catharine Hoare, Bonnie Foster, Michelle Baily, 
Ian Hull, Heather Godden, Graham Parkinson, Taya, John 
Puffer, our awesome Team Captains, Amy, Erin (Blue Team) 
Molly, Christopher (Pink Team) Spencer, Scott (Red Team) 
Nicole and Erica (Purple Team) and a special thanks goes 
to Heather Childs and Tim Higgins as they helped out so 
much with all of the things that needed to get done on 
the day of! 

Thank you to everyone for helping to keep the LKO 
regatta alive!

Last but not least thanks to Williams Landing for lending 

(CONT’D ON PAGE 9)

@LKO_ON_CA

Lake Kashagawigamog 
OrganizationWe’ve gone

SOCIAL!
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Membership
Report

Thanks to the extensive work and dedication of my fel-
low board members and the volunteers who have gone 
door to door promoting your LKO, we are very excited 
to announce we have surpassed last year’s membership 
numbers, now reporting 265 paid members for 2013.

 Our goal is to keep the momentum rolling which will 
require the continued support of those currently involved 
as well as new volunteers to actively pursue the non-
members. One thought we have is that when a cottage 
changes ownership that a current member introduces 
themselves. They could offer a complimentary newsletter 
along with a membership enrollment form and provide 

Wendy Yeates wendymembership@bell.net
(416) 484-8430 or (705) 286-4606

(CONT’D ON PAGE 8)

Wendy Yeates

VISIT THE LAKE KASHAGAWIGAMOG
ORGANIZATION WEBSITE:
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Foiling Fouling Geese 
Canada Geese over-concentrations are a common 

problem on Haliburton shorelines these days. This ar-
ticle is about foiling these potential foulers!

For a variety of reasons, Canada Geese love lawns 
or areas where the vegetation is cut low on shorelines.   
They are a tundra species that feels at home in open 
areas with unobstructed sight lines for safety reasons.   
They like to take their young up onto lawn-like open 
areas to forage where it is easier to see any approach-
ing predators such as foxes or coyotes.   They also love 
to eat the high carbohydrate shorter grasses offered up 
by lawns or lawn-like environments created by humans 
bringing suburbia to cottage country. This food then 
turns into up to pound of feces a day fouling properties 
and adding E-Coli to the lake.

The key to discouraging Canada Geese from con-
gregating on shoreline open spaces is to make sure that 
they see a wall of plant material 24” high when they look 
at a shoreline from the water and not large ex-
panses of inviting manicured lawns,

Leora Berman, from “The Land Between” orga-
nization, has just completed a shoreline Canada 
Geese control project at Head Lake Park in the Town of 
Haliburton.  Large numbers of geese had caused the pub-
lic beach area to be closed due to E-Coli contamination 
for many years.   

Berman studied how the geese were using the area 
surrounding the park for two years before designing her 
control strategy.  The geese used one area for nesting in 
the early spring, a second for feeding the young before 
they learn to fly and a third, the main park area, for forag-
ing during the lead up to the annual southern migration.  

Lines of “flashing tape” were used to discourage 

Geese from using the nesting area while rows of vege-
tation, planted perpendicular to the shoreline every 20 
meters, were employed to giving adult geese a sight line 
camouflaging the lawn-like fledgling feeding zone.

The result has been a ninety percent drop in the 
geese population in Head Lake Park, dramatically re-
duced fouling of park open spaces, and a beach that’s 

once again open for swimming.
Canada Geese are an iconic national symbol 

for most Canadians.  Unwittingly, humans have 
created open spaces that extend a virtual invita-

tion to these majestic birds to congregate in non-tradi-
tional areas creating all sorts of conflicts in the process.  
Many now consider the geese as pests but the problem 
has been caused by us, not them.        

Having created the problem it is now up to us to un-
derstand the impact of what we have done and to find 
ways to eliminate or minimize the root causes of prob-
lem geese populations.   

So help your lake and yourself by planting native 
plants that grow to 24” or higher on your shoreline and 
Foil Those Fouling Geese.

Author Terry Moore is Research Director for the C.H.A. and a Lake Steward on Halls/Hawk Lakes
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What’s wrong with grass?

These extra inputs add nutrients to our lakes increasing 
algae and weed growth thereby decreasing the oxygen 
that fish need. We are told that no point in the Highlands 
is more than 500 metres from water….. how far from the 
lake is your septic system?

•  Do not provide any habitat for the species that we all 
love such as frogs, toads, butterflies, humming birds 
etc. Perhaps the biggest downside with grass is that 
grass does not contribute to and in fact harms the 
health of our precious lakes. Why is that – well there 
are all those reasons above but the biggest one is 
that grass does not do a good job of intercepting 
and absorbing nutrients before they get to our lakes. 
Nutrients such as Phosphorus come from: 

• Our bodies, through our septic systems, where they 
leach into the soil and head down to water – our 
aquifers, streams, rivers and lakes

 
• Our Pets, Fertilizer use, Wildlife such as geese, birds etc. 

While grass roots extend mere inches into the soil, the 
roots of native species extend many feet into the soil, 
searching for and absorbing nutrients such as phospho-
rous before they can damage our lakes. These long roots 
also do a better job of preventing erosion.

So why not take an area of your grass and plant it with 
native plants to help protect our lakes! You can start 
with a small area and then add more area over the years. 
Every little bit will help your lake where you, your kids 
and grandchildren can make new memories!

So why do the lake health experts tell us not to use it 
around lakes in the Highlands. Are they just spoil sports 
or do they have valid reasons for their concerns with 
grass in lake country? Here’s the scoop…. 
Commonly used grass varieties are not native in lake 
country. 
Non Native plants:
• Are not well suited to life in the Highlands and therefore 
need more inputs than native plants

• Water – something the experts say we may soon be 
short of
• Fertilizer- polluting our water- and costing us money 
• Cutting and trimming – adding to Global warming

This picture shows why native plants absorb far more 
nutrients than non-native species such as grass.

Author Paul MacInnes is Chair of the C.H.A. and a Member of the Haliburton
Highlands Stewardship Council.

 

11588 Hwy 35 
Minden, Ontario 

K0M2K0 
705-286-2750 

 

3572 County R 21 
Haliburton, Ontario 

K0M1S0 
705-457-2282 

 

 705-457-2282 

2 Great Locations to 
serve you Sales Service 
Parts Accessories and 

Rentals 

 

©2013 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP). All rights reserved. ®, TM and the BRP logo are trademarks of 
BRP or its affiliates. Products are distributed in the USA by BRP USA, Inc. Always ride responsibly and safely and 
observe applicable laws. Remember that riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. 

We all love grass. It looks nice, is great under foot, super to play on and most of us have fond 
memories of doing some of our favourite things on grass.  
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Way to go
Elizabeth!

Looking for
LKO Webmaster
WHAT WE NEED
As the webmaster you manage the LKO website 
and post the Water Quality results, Water Level up-
dates, details of the LKO AGM & Regatta and other 
articles, photos, and items that may be of interest 
to the members. 

MOVING SOCIAL MEDIA FORWARD
In addition you, or someone who will assist you, 
manages the LKO Twitter feed and Facebook page. 
Past postings indicate what is currently being pro-
vided to the membership. Possibly your perspec-
tive can take all three LKO services in an enhanced 
direction.

SCOPE OF WORK
Site postings typically 
cover releases from 
FOCA, the CHA, the CEWF, 
Cottage Life, the MNR & 
MOE, as well as informa-
tion from the local newspapers & community orga-
nizations along with retweets from relevant Twitter 
feeds.

SKILLSET NEEDED
A working knowledge of Excel, Word, and Power-
Point would be helpful; the rest would be up to 
your imagination! Substantial support will be pro-
vided as you assume this responsibility.

Please contact Gary Wiles 
at gwiles@sympatico.ca

This thank you to Elizabeth was posted on the LKO 
Facebook page: “THANK YOU everyone who supported 
Elizabeth’s annual Bake Sale by Boat on Sunday. She 
raised $1004.50 for the LKO from sales and donations. 
Here is Elizabethe and her friend Dunja giving the cheque 
to Bill Switzer of the LKO.”
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT (CONT’D FROM PAGE 4)

some insight on the activities of the LKO and encourage 
their joining.

 Membership renewal forms have been included with 
this newsletter, we encourage you to renew your mem-
bership now while fresh of mind.  The board has decided 
to increase the membership fee from $30.00 per year to 
$35.00 per year or $65.00 if you pay for two years. You can 
choose to pay via PAYPAL which is accessed through the 
LKO website.

 A strong membership is vital to maintaining a healthy 
and vibrant lake association. Talk it up.

 A big thank you to Board Members, Volunteers and 
LKO members for your continued support.

@LKO_ON_CA

Lake Kashagawigamog 
OrganizationWe’ve gone

SOCIAL!
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Norm Barry (705) 754-1078 • Cell 457-0153 • info@normbarry.com

Property Maintenance • Security Checks
Weekly/bi-weekly Surveillance of:

Heating• Plumbing• Grounds Inspection
Snow Removal

“Relax at your Cottage ~ Let me do the work”

Norm Barry
Hot Tub

Maintenance

Sales • Heatshields • Chemicals
Weekly/bi-weekly Water Analysis & Chemical Balancing
Bromine • Chlorine • Salt Water • Pool • Hot Tubs
Cleaning • Winterizing • Start-up • Small Repairs

“Relax in your hot tub ~ Let me do the work”

Norm Barry
Cottage Check
& Maintenance

us their canoes year after year and to Suzanne and Jon at 
the Halimar Resort for letting us hold this annual event on 
Halimar soil!

Hope to see you all at the Halimar, on our beautiful lake 
or at next year’s Regatta!

If anyone is interested in helping out with next year’s 
Regatta, please contact Kirsten Sixt at ksixt@hullandhull.com

REGATTA REPORT (CONT’D FROM PAGE 3)

Edited excerpt from an article originally published in the Haliburton Echo.

The Rescue of 
Lucky Lefty 

Cathy and her family regularly rescue animals, she said, 
and so when she saw the iconic Canadian bird near the 
Chateau Woodlands docks on Lake Kashagawigamog at 
the end of July she knew she would get involved.

Newman said she and other residents around the 
lake have cared for the bird. They’ve named it “Lucky 
Lefty” because of its injured left leg. 

The injury first came to her attention when the loon 
started taking bait from kids’ fishing lines. 

The loon was fed fish and minnows for a couple of weeks 
until it was seen in the company of a pair of other loons.  

Cottagers also enlisted the help of Monika Melichar 
from Woodlands Wildlife Sanctuary, Wing and a Prayer bird 
rehabilitation from Muskoka and naturalist Leora Berman.

Helping the loon has got cottagers and residents 
around the lake more involved in conservation. 

“People are getting knowledgeable. I want them to 
know what to do and how we can live with the wildlife.“, 
she said.

The effort to help Lucky Lefty included the Lake 
Kashagawigamog Organization; Ben Collings and Mur-
ray Smith, who fed the loon from a kayak; Ben Collings 
and Con Carpenter’s grandson who caught the fish; and 
the Marcellus family who also fed the loon. 

When retired teacher and cottager Cathy 
Newman saw the beached loon, she
immediately wanted to help it.

Initially Newman thought Lucky Lefty had a broken leg. 
Now she’s not sure. Recent images of the leg will be 

sent to experts for a better examination to find out the 
loon’s exact problem.

The cause is still a mystery. Newman wants to remind 
anglers to not use lead weights and boaters to drive 
slowly, diminishing their wake and to be mindful of wild-
life areas such as nesting sites. When frightened, a loon 
may desert its nest.

The best case, she said, is that it can be healthy 
enough to leave for the winter. 

“I’m hoping it will migrate and I’m hoping it will come 
back,” she said.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRIMARY ROLE NAME PRIMARY # ALTERNATE # EMAIL ADDRESS

President Gary Wiles (519) 927-5521 (705) 286-1334 gwiles@sympatico.ca

Vice President Jim Bertram (416) 921-0765 (705) 457-4697 jim.bertram@me.com

Secretary Stephanie Wade (905) 927-0474 (705) 286-2360 stephaniewade@rogers.com

Treasurer Bill Switzer (416) 922-0163 (705) 286-3669 wswitzer@waswitzer.ca

Lake Steward Glenda Bryson (705) 457-9037 mbryson49@gmail.com

Director Caryl Marcellus (416) 512-2940 (705) 457-1158 caryl.marcellus@sympatico.ca

Director Wendy Yeates (416) 484-8430 (705) 286-4606 yeates@sympatico.ca

Past President Len Logozar (705) 457-8834     len.logozar@gmail.com

Acenti, Sante & Juliana
Adams, John & Stade, Caroline
Anderson, David
Anderson, Don & Maris
Ang, Alfred
Annecchini, E.
Arnone, Pat & Heather
Atherton,W.
Baker Geraldine
Beaton,Ted
Beer, Ross & Joanne
Bell,Alex c/o Kashaga Paint
Bergin, Gerald
Bertram, Jim & Foster, Bonnie
Best, J.Kevin
Blake, G.R.
Blodgett, David & Melanie
Bonner, James & Linda
Bordo,Paul
Bordonali, Corado & McElroy, M.
Bourne, David & Beverly
Brohman, Gary & Dawn
Brown, Wendy & Russ
Bruce, Rodney
Bryson, Michael & Glenda
Budd, Ellen
Bursey, Dan & Carol
Butera, David
Carson,Donna
Carter, Glen & Leona
Carter, John & Bonnie
Chalmers, Kristel & Todd
Chandler, Wm. & maureen
Chantler, Steven & Nantel
Childs, John & Lynn
Clarke, Larry & Houser, Shelley
Coates, Aileen & Keith
Colborne, Owen & Debra Scott-
Colborne
Copeland, Ed & Mary
Coupal, Charles
Cowan, John & Rosalie
Cox, Marg & Gurdon,K
Cronin, Patrick & Romona
Cruickshank, Norman & Jean
Dart, Larry & Jean
David, James & Susan
Davis, Gary & Nancy
Davis, Robert
Dawson, Arthur & Anne
Deadman, John

deGreef,Johan & Nugent, Jane
Del Greco, Jim & Wendy
Dunsmore, Don & Karen
Durand, Robert & Darlene
Elstone, Douglas & Betty
Elstone, Michael
Elstone, Rhonda
Etherington, Doug
Ferracuti, Steve
Fielding, Ken & Marg
Fiegehen, Anne & Ron
Foston, Linda & Brian
Freure, Jim & Beth
Garner, David & Susan
Gerrow, Janet & Jack
Gaskin, |Howard & Cheryl
Gomes, Howard & Holmes, Lois
Grant, Bev & Ian
Gregory, James & Rosalie
Grise, Paul
Guminny, Betty
Hart, Barbara
Haime, J. & Oullette, D
Hamilton, Lori
Heyes, Bob & Jane
Higgins, Tim & Judy
Holland, David & Margaret
Hollefriend, Marlene
Honderich, David
Hunnisett, Dr. Jean
Imrie, H. Elizabeth
Isaacs, Ray & Norma
Jamieson, Dave & Nora
Johnson, John
Jones, Leonard
Joseph, Jim & Joan
Joseph, J. & Perkin, C.
Jussila, Jim & Hampson, Wendy
Kavanagh, Gord & Bev
Kelly, K|en & Ruth
Kipping, Brian & bath
Knowles, Derek
Kogut, Boris
Kowalski, Gerry
Krikorian, Greg
Laventure, Reginald
Leask, Dom & Dianne
Lindsay, Heather & John
Logozar, Len & Karina
MacDonald, Roderick
MacDonald, Craig

Mackie, Patricia
MacLeod,Stewart & McAloon, Rose
Macklin, Mary-Lou &  Bob
Magee, Marion & Ernie
Martin, Mary & Jeff
Marcellus, Caryl
Marrs, Gordon
McCallum, Donna
McCrea, Tom
McClyment, John
McElroy,George
McFarland, Bill
McKee, Dr. Megan & Hodges, Dr. J
McMillan, Alan & Catherine
McMullen, David
McMullen, W.J.
McMullen, Thomas
McMullen, Marty & Janet
McTeague, Peter & Michele
Menzies, Margot & Kovacheff, G.
Middlehurst, Dennis & Sharon
Miles, Rae & Gayle
Millard, Greg & Deb
Misener, James & Brown, Christie
Moebus, Shirley
Moran, K.C. & Laura
Moynes, Julie & Larry
Muma, David
Nagai, M. & Stagg, C.
Needham, Tom
Nickson, Anne
O’Connor, James
Oakley,Al
Oyler, Peter & Klara
Palumbo, Tom & Barbara
Parkinson, Graham & Janet
Parkinson, Dick & Mary Anne
Peck, Stan & Mary
Petrini,N. Petrini Construction
Postlethwaite, John & Christine
Puffer, John & Heather
Puffer, Frances
Randazzo, John
Raskin, Sheila
Rae, Alan
Rae, Shelly
Romans, B.J.
Rickerby, Janice
Riches, S. & Vavougios, L.
Rivett, Steve & Susan
Roberts, Steve & Andrea
Rodwell, Paul
Romberger, Tim & Lisa
Ross, Donald
Russell, Tom & Betty

Sales, Bradley
Salvatori, Jay
Shaul, Harvey
Sereda, Larry & Lenora
Sharma, Sandy & Scott
Sharpless,David & Mills, Janet
Sheppard, Ruth & Stuart
Shurttleworth, Frederick & Mills, Ann
Sinclair, Kelly
Sixt, Kirsten & Hull, Ian
Sloan,John
Smith, David & Salmond, Katherine
Smith, Donald
Spears, C. & Iczkovitz, S
Stefopoulos, Tom & Jennings, Tina
Stephens, Sharon
Stewart, David
Studholme, Lesley
Switzer, Wm. & Shuttleworth, Nan
Tamblyn, Lawrence
Tamboro, Michael & mary
Taylor, Robert & Landert-Taylor, J.
Thomas, Mike & Erin
Thompson,Thomas
Thomson Ian
Thorn, Doug & Kathleen
Timbers, Stuart & Heather
Todd, David & Phyllis
Toswell, David & Heather
Tranter, David & Vickie
Tyler, Cathy & Bordignon, John
Vanderwyst, Bert & Alda
Vanhaverbeke, Jeff & Laurel
VanNiekerk, Martin
Varty, Ann & Peter
Venner, Jack & Shirley
Wade, Ken & Stephanie
Wade, Michael & Sandy
Wade, Tricia & DeKluyver, Chris
Wade, Julie & Goldsmith, Michael
Walker, Dorothy
Walker, Jerry & Dale
Wallace, Donna Gail
Whitmarsh, Michael
Wiles, Gary & Susan
Wilms, John
Wise, Sherri
Yardley, M.D., Trevor
Yeates, David & Wendy
Yordache, Bogdan
ZaHaib, Daniel
Zimmerman, Margaret

LKO Membership List

CURRENT AS OF PUBLICATION DATE. 
FOR UP-TO-DATE LISTINGS CLICK 
‘MEMBERSHIP’ AT WWW.LKO.ON.CA
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PLEASE REMEMBER TO SUPPORT OUR 
NEWSLETTER ADVERTISERS
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